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A discrete group ! is said to be of typeF(n) if and only if there is a classifying complex B! with finite n-skeleton.
We show that ! is of typeF(n) if ! admits a regular cellular action on a CW complex ‰ such that ‰ is homotopy
equivalent to a complex with finite (n!1)-skeleton, ‰/! is a complex with finite n-skeleton, and for each p-cell p
of ‰ (0)p)n) the stabilizer !p is of type F(n!p). ( 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved
AMS classification: 20J05, 57P10, 57Q12, 57S30.
0. INTRODUCTION
This paper shows that important finiteness properties in homological group theory are
often equivalent to approximate versions of those properties. Consequences of our main
results include homological and geometric finiteness properties for many open manifolds,
including certain noncompact homogeneous spaces of Lie groups.
Let n be a natural number. A group ! is said to be of type FP(n) if and only if there exists
a resolution P
*
of the trivial Z!-module Z by projective Z!-modules,
2PP
i
PP
i~1
P2PP
0
ePZP0
such that for 0)i)n the module P
i
is finitely generated over Z!. ! is of type FP(R) if it is
of type FP(n) for all n.
A related but more geometric property is also useful, and important work of Bestvina
and Brady [4] shows that the following notion is not equivalent to FP(n). A group ! is said
to be of typeF(n) if there exists an Eilenberg—MacLane complex B! with finite n-skeleton.
If ! is finitely presented then the F(n) and FP(n) conditions are equivalent [12].
Theorems of Bieri-Eckmann and Brown show that the FP(R) property is equivalent to
conditions on homology which imply universal coefficient theorems [5, 11]. Practical
detection of the FP(R) property usually applies results other than the Bieri-Eckmann—
Brown criterion, which is well adapted to proving theorems but hard to apply to particular
groups. The results of [13] are especially useful and begin with the following theorem on
group actions which may be viewed as a generalization of earlier results on extensions (see
[5, Proposition I.2.7]):
PROPOSITION 0.1 ([13, Proposition 1.1]). If ! is a group which admits a cellular action on
a C… complex ‰ such that
(a) ‰ is acyclic in dimensions less than n (i.e. the reduced homology HI
i
(‰):0 for
0)i(n),
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(b) ‰/! has finite n-skeleton, and
(c) for 0)p)n and each p-cell p of ‰ the stabilizer !p is of type FP(n!p),
then ! is of type FP(n).
In [13, Section 2] Brown refines this sufficient condition through a limit over subcom-
plexes to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the FP(n) property. He also shows
that ! is finitely presented if ‰/! has finite 2-skeleton, each vertex stabilizer is finitely
presented, and each edge stabilizer is finitely generated.
The present paper begins from the following reading of Proposition 0.1: an approxima-
tion to the FP(n) property implies FP(n). The proposition’s hypothesis is that isotropy
subgroups for the action of ! on ‰ may be nontrivial if they are well behaved and ‰/! has
finite n-skeleton weakens the condition that an Eilenberg—MacLane complex B! with finite
n-skeleton exists. (The hypothesis of acyclicity rather than contractibility for ‰ is a further
weakening, but not a great modification if one is concentrating on resolutions.)
By weakening different hypotheses we may make other approximations to a classifying
space, as in the following generalization of [43], which modifies B! by relaxing the
requirement on the universal covering space E! from contractibility to a homotopy
finiteness condition.
PROPOSITION 0.2. ‚et n*2. If ! is a group which admits a cellular action on a connected
C… complex ‰ such that
(a) ‰ is homotopy equivalent to a connected complex with finite (n!1)-skeleton,
(b) ‰/! has finite n-skeleton, and
(c) the action of ! on ‰ is free,
then ! is of type F(n).
The principal argument of [43] treats the FP(R) counterpart to Proposition 0.2 through
an algebraic construction of resolutions modeled on trees, extending [41].
The main theorem of this paper unifies Propositions 0.1 and 0.2; our argument deduces
the new result from Proposition 0.2, although other approaches are available and are
discussed in Section 2 below.
THEOREM 3.1. If ! is a group which admits a regular cellular action on a connected C…
complex ‰ such that
(a) H
i
(‰) is finitely generated over Z for 0)i)n!1 and n
1
(‰ ) is finitely generated,
(b) ‰/! has finite n-skeleton, and
(c) for 0)p)n and each p-cell p of ‰ the stabilizer !p is of type F(n!p),
then ! is of type F(n).
Some readers of [41, 43] have asked about the relationship between these results and
Brown’s work. The theorem above and the argument for it shows that the F(n) version of
Proposition 0.1 is a consequence of Proposition 0.2.
Extensions of results from [41] are obtained in Section 1 of this paper; these include
a slightly stronger version of Proposition 0.2. Section 2 reviews terminology and describes
a reconstruction process for certain CW complexes. In Section 3 we prove the main theorem
by a topological reconstruction argument. Section 4 presents necessary conditions in
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counterpoint to the main theorem. Section 5 gives corollaries and applications, emphasizing
finiteness results for nonlattice discrete subgroups of Lie groups. The final section discusses
related work of others and sketches some implications of these results, including a possible
alternative to difficulties posed by the notion of ‘‘geometrical finiteness’’.
1. FREE ACTIONS AND THE FP(n) PROPERTY
We begin with a slight generalization of the main result of the argument on resolutions
modeled over trees from [43]. (This line of argument was originally inspired by [40].)
PROPOSITION 1.1. ‚et n*1. A countable group ! is of type FP(n) if and only if there is
an augmented chain complex C
*
of projective Z! modules such that
(1) C
i
is finitely generated over Z! for 0)i)n, and
(2) the homology groups H
i
(C
*
) are finitely generated over Z for 0)i)n!1.
The methods of [41, 43] adapt immediately to this result, so we sketch this argument
and leave details to those papers. Beginning with the chain complex C
*
we form a resolution
P
*
of Z over Z! by a double-induction modeled on a tree of infinite depth (but of finite
width at each distance from the root).
The seed of the construction is C
*
, which we imbed as the leftmost branch of the tree.
The induction steps are grafting or splicing constructions in which direct sums of suspen-
sions of C
*
(perhaps tensored over Z with a finitely generated Z!-module) are attached to
the complex under construction to kill homology classes. The hypothesis of finite genera-
tion for H
i
(C
*
) implies that we may kill off homology in degrees less than or equal to n!1
by building a complex P
*
which is finitely generated through degree n; H
n
(P
*
) is killed by
enlarging P
n`1
, so for our purposes it does not matter if H
n
(C
*
) is finitely generated.
Because we have sacrificed finite generation in degrees above n we do not need in those
degrees the special feature of [43], which killed H
i
in two steps (first the Z-torsion submodule
was eliminated, then the Z-free quotient of H
i
by its torsion submodule was dealt with by
a tensor product construction). This two-step argument is still required in low degrees.
COROLLARY 1.2. ‚et n*1. If a countable group ! admits an augmented chain complex
C
*
of projective Z! modules such that
(a) C
i
is finitely generated over Z! for 0)i)n, and
(b) the homology groups H
i
(C
*
) are finitely generated over Z for 0)i)n!1,
then there is an augmented chain complex P
*
of projective Z!-modules such that C
*
is
a subcomplex of P
*
and
(1) P
i
"C
i
if i*n#2,
(2) P
i
is finitely generated over Z! if 0)i)n,
(3) HI
i
(P
*
)"0 if 0)i)n!1, and
(4) H
n
(P
*
) is a submodule of H
n
(C
*
) =A, where A is finitely generated over Z.
Proof. Carry through the construction modeled on a ternary tree of [43] as far as depth
n#1, but eliminate all the nodes of greater depth which do not lie on the leftmost branch
(which is a copy of C
*
). K
Proposition 0.2 follows from the topological counterpart of Proposition 1.1.
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COROLLARY 1.3. ‚et n*2. If ! is a group which admits a cellular action on a connected
C… complex ‰ such that
(a) H
i
(‰) is finitely generated over Z for 0)i)n!1 and n
1
(‰ ) is finitely generated,
(b) ‰/! has finite n-skeleton, and
(c) the action of ! on ‰ is free,
then ! is of type F(n).
Proof. Proposition 1.1 shows that ! is of type FP(n), so it suffices to confirm that ! is
finitely presented. The covering projection ‰P‰/! yields an extension
1Pn
1
(‰ )Pn
1
(‰/!)P!P1.
Because ‰/! has finite 2-skeleton the middle group in this sequence is finitely presented;
because n
1
(‰) is finitely generated the quotient ! is finitely presented. K
If ‰ is simply connected then the Corollary’s finiteness condition on ‰ can be rephrased
using this variation on an exercise in homotopy theory: A simply connected CW complex
… such that H
i
(…) is finitely generated for 0)i)n is homotopy equivalent to a CW
complex with finite n-skeleton.
2. CELLULAR ACTIONS AND A REPLACEMENT LEMMA
This section addresses some technical issues on CW complexes and cellular actions.
Some listeners have found these replacement constructions hard to follow, so we give
a detailed, elementary construction. See [25] for a more functorial approach in the
simplicial setting of complexes of groups.
When we refer to a k-cell of a CW complex … we always mean an open cell p:Bk. The
attaching map for p is then a map h : LDkP…k~1 from the boundary of the closed disk to
the (k!1)-skeleton of ….
Recall that if f :XP‰ is a map then its mapping cylinder is the quotient space
M
f
"((X][0, 1])²‰ )/&, where (x, 1)&f (x) for every x3X.
We make repeated application of the fact that f :XP‰ is a homotopy equivalence if
and only if X is a deformation retract of the mapping cylinder M
f
(see [45, Corollary
I.5.10]). In addition, we need a version of the familiar fact that the homotopy type of a CW
complex is determined by the homotopy classes of its attaching maps.
If X is a space, A-X is a closed subspace, and f :APZ is a map then the fat adjunction
space of f is the space
A
f
"X Z
A:A]M0N
A][0, 1] Z
(a, 1)&f (a)
Z
obtained by adjoining the mapping cylinder of f to X along A. If A is an absolute
neighborhood retract then the fat adjunction space A
f
is homotopy equivalent to the usual
adjunction space X X
f
Z; we use the fattened version of the adjunction space to exhibit
some homotopies.
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that h : (X, A)P(‰, B) is a homotopy equivalence of pairs. If g :BPZ
is any map then the fat adjunction spaces A
g
and A
g°hDA
are homotopy equivalent via maps and
homotopies which act as the identity on Z.
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Fig. 1.
Proof. Let I denote the interval [0, 1].
Define a map
H : A
g°hDA
PA
g
z3Z>z
(a, s)3A]I>(h (a), s)
x3X>h (x)
and consider the mapping cylinder M
H
of H. As sketched in Fig. 1, M
H
includes a copy (at
the left) of M
h
and a copy (at the right) of Z]I; these are joined by the fat adjunction
space of
f : A
hDA
PZ
(a, s)3A]I>g°h(a)
b3B>g(b).
Our argument uses straight-line homotopies in both the horizontal and vertical directions
within A
f
.
We know that M
H
is homotopy equivalent to A
g
via the deformation retraction of any
mapping cylinder to its base along vertical lines, and we will show that a copy of
A
g°hDA
imbedded in M
H
is homotopy equivalent to M
H
.
Let R : (M
h
, M
h DA
)][0, 1]P(M
h
, M
hDA
) be a deformation retraction of the mapping cylin-
der of the homotopy equivalence h onto (X, A). This homotopy leads to a homotopy
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Q :M
H
][0, 1]PM
H
defined as follows:
(Z]I)][0, 1]PZ]I
((z, s), t)>(z, s)
M
h
][0, 1]PM
h
(m, t)>R(m, t)
M
HDA]*0,1@2+
][0, 1]PM
HDA]*0,1@2+
((f, s), t)>(R (f, t), s)
M
HDA]*1@2,1+
][0, 1]PM
HDA]*1@2,1+
((f, s), t)>(R (f, 2(1!s)t), s) .
At time 1 the homotopy Q has deformed M
H
into the subspace indicated in the second
stage of Fig. 1. (Beware that we have not assumed that the homotopy R deforms ‰ off itself
for all positive t, so the figure is potentially misleading over B][0, 1
2
].) This subspace
includes the top copy of X in M
h
and all of (Z]I)XM
HDA]*1@2,1+
. Define a second homotopy
P :M
H
][0, 1]PM
H
M
h
][0, 1]PM
h
(f, t)>f
M
hDA
][0, 1
2
]][0, 1]PM
hDA
][0, 1
2
]
([a, r], s, t)>([a, (1!2st)r#2st], s)
(b, s, t)>(b, s)
M
hDA
][1
2
, 1]][0, 1]PM
hDA
][1
2
, 1]
([a, r], s, t)>([a, (1!t)r#t], s)
(b, s, t)>(b, s)
Z]I][0, 1]PZ]I
(z, s, t)>(z, (1!t)s#t).
At time 1 the homotopy P has deformed the image of M
H
under Q
1
to the subspace » of
M
H
indicated in the third stage of Fig. 1, the union of imbedded copies of X, M
hDA
, M
g
, and
Z. Perform a final homotopy on the inclusion map of » into M
H
, leaving the copies
of X and Z in place and deforming »WA
f
along the horizontal line segments of A
f
to
end at the subspace of M
H
shown in the last stage of Fig. 1, which is an imbedded copy
of A
g °hDA
. K
Let ! be a group acting on a CW complex …. The action (!,…) is cellular if and only if
for each c3! and each cell p of … the translate c )p is also a cell of ….
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We require a tameness condition which some, but not all, authors incorporate into the
definition of cellular actions. The cellular action (!,…) is regular if and only if for each cell
p of … and each c3! such that c ) p"p, c restricts to the identity on p [10]. This condition
guarantees that …/! is a CW complex such that the quotient map …P…/! is cellular,
and some constructions are more easily performed for regular actions. A simplicial action
can always be made regular upon subdivision [10].
Recall the Borel construction ([7, pp. 52-ff]). If ! is a group acting from the left on
a space ‰ and if E!PB! is a universal principal !-bundle (with ! acting from the right)
then we form the twisted product E!]!‰"(E!]‰)/!, where ! acts on the product via
(x, y) ) c"(xc, c~1y). The projections from the product E!]‰ induce maps
B!Q
q1
E!]!‰ q2P‰/!
such that for each y3‰q~1
2
(q (y))"E!/!
y
KB!
y
, where !
y
is the stabilizer of y.
COROLLARY 2.2. ‚et ! be a group with a regular cellular action on the C… pair (‰,B).
Suppose that the quotient pair (X,A)"(‰/!,B/!) is obtained from A by the adjunction of
a single k-cell, p
0
, covered by a cell p in ‰.
‚et q : E!]!‰P‰/! be the quotient projection. If F is any C… complex of the homotopy
type of B!p then there is a cellular map f : F]LDkPq~1(A) such that the adjunction space
associated to f is homotopy equivalent to the total space of the Borel construction
((F]Dk) X
f
q~1(A), q~1(A))K(E!]!‰, E!]!B).
Proof. The preimage q~1(p
0
)"(! ) p]E!)/!:p
0
]E!/!p"p0]B!p.
Let q
0
Lp
0
be the image of the closed disk of radius 1
2
under a characteristic map
DnP‰/! for p
0
. Then q~1(Cl(p
0
)CInt(q
0
)) is a mapping cylinder neighborhood defining
a map g : q~1(Lq
0
)Pq~1(A), lying over the mapping cylinder of the attaching map for p
0
.
q~1(q
0
):q
0
]B!p, so we have shown that (E!]!‰,E!]!B):(Ag,E!]!B) is homeomor-
phic to the fat adjunction space for these data:
q~1(Lq
0
) &&& B!p]LDn g&&"E!]!B
B B
q~1(q
0
) &&& B!p]Dn.
Take any homotopy equivalence h :FPB!p and form the homotopy equivalence
h]Id : F](Dn, LDn)PB!p](Dn,LDn). We take f to be a cellular map homotopic to
g° (h]Id DLDn) and apply Lemma 2.1 to conclude that the fat adjunction space of f
(which is homeomorphic to the adjunction space of f ) is homotopy equivalent to
(E!]!‰,E!]!B). K
3. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION
The argument below reconstructs the total space of the Borel construction through an
induction over skeleta.
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THEOREM 3.1. If ! is a group which admits a regular cellular action on a connected C…
complex ‰ such that
(a) H
i
(‰) is finitely generated over Z for 0)i)n!1 and n
1
(‰ ) is finitely generated,
(b) ‰/! has finite n-skeleton, and
(c) for 0)p)n and each p-cell p of ‰ the stabilizer !p is of type F(n!p),
then ! is of type F(n).
Proof. The diagonal action of ! on E!]‰ is a free cellular action on a CW complex
which is homotopy equivalent to ‰. If we can show that the quotient E!]!‰ is homotopy
equivalent to a complex with finite n-skeleton then Corollary 1.3 will show that ! is of
type F(n).
Let q : Z"E!]!‰P‰/!"X be the quotient map, which is cellular, and regard
E!]!‰ as a space filtered by the skeletal pre-images Z(i) :"q~1(Xi). Observe that each cell
in the stratum Z
(i)
CZ
(i~1)
has dimension i or more, since each of these cells is a product with
an i-cell of X.
Construct a new complex … which is also filtered by skeletal pre-images under a cellular
map p :…PX. Over each element of the finite vertex set, X0, we pick a vertex v of ‰ and
a complex …
v
KB!
v
such that the n-skeleton of …
v
is finite. Let …
(0)
"²
v
…
v
and take
a homotopy equivalence defined componentwise, …
(0)
KZ
(0)
.
For 1)i)n, suppose that …
(i~1)
has been constructed together with a homotopy
equivalence …
(i~1)
PZ
(i~1)
, such that the n-skeleton of …
(i~1)
is finite and the filtration of
…
(i~1)
is induced by a cellular map to X"‰/!. X has finitely many i-cells, p
1
,2 , pr; over
each of these, pick a lifted i-cell p@
j
in ‰ and for each 1)j)r choose a complex …pj which is
homotopy equivalent to B!p@j and has finite (n!i)-skeleton.
For each 1)j)r the product …pj]Di has finite n-skeleton, so if we apply Corollary 2.2
r times, beginning with …
(i~1)
, then the resulting adjunction space gives a homotopy
equivalence of pairs
(…
(i)
, …
(i~1)
) :"(…
(i~1)
X
f
²
j
…pj , …(i~1)K(Z(i),Z(i~1))
such that the n-skeleton of …
(i)
is finite.
We use the higher strata Z
(i)
without replacement to complete the construction of ….
Choose a cellular homotopy equivalence h : Z
(n)
P…
(n)
and form the adjunction space
… :"(E!]!‰) Xh …(n) .
This is a CW complex such that …K(E!]!‰) XZ(n) MhKE!]!‰, where Mh is the
mapping cylinder of the homotopy equivalence h. Moreover, since the n-skeleton of
E!]!‰ is contained in Z(n) the n-skeleton of … lies in …(n) and is therefore finite.
… is a connected CW complex with finite n-skeleton such that n
1
(…) surjects to !, and
the covering space associated to the kernel of this surjection is homotopy equivalent to ‰,
which is homotopy equivalent to a complex with finite n-skeleton. By Proposition 0.2, ! is
of type F(n). K
Another approach to the last step in theF(R) version of this result is provided by a folk
theorem shown to me by Wolfgang Lu¨ck: Let FPEPB be a fibration, where F,E, and
B are all homotopy equivalent to CW complexes. If F and E are homotopy equivalent to
complexes with finite skeleta then B is also homotopy equivalent to a complex in which
every skeleton is finite.
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In our situation, this finiteness theorem may be applied to the fibration associated to the
first coordinate projection in the Borel construction, ‰PE!]!‰PB!. ‰ is homotopy
equivalent to a complex with finite skeleta by hypothesis, while the reconstruction of
E! ]! ‰ performed above shows that this twisted product is homotopy equivalent to
a complex with finite skeleta under our other hypotheses on (!,‰).
4. A NECESSARY CONDITION
The sufficient conditions of Section 3 are not necessary conditions since a group of type
F(R) may easily be realized as the fundamental group of a CW complex whose universal
covering space has large homology groups. (A simple example is the infinite cyclic funda-
mental group n
1
(S1@S2).) This section investigates necessary conditions at the margin of
our sufficient conditions, so that Theorem 3.1 shows that ! is of type F (n) but leaves
F(n#1) undecided.
LEMMA 4.1. ‚et n*2. Suppose that !"n
1
», where » is a connected C… complex with
finite (n#1)-skeleton and n
i
(»I )"0 for 0)i)n!1. If ! is of type F(n#1) then
n
n
(»I ):H
n
(»I ) is a finitely presented Z!-module.
Proof. Attach cells in dimensions n#1 and higher to build a B! complex … such that
…(n)"» and …(n`1) is finite. (See [19] for details.)
Consider the cellular homology of the universal covering spaces »I and …I , and the
homomorphism induced by inclusion:
H
n
(»I )"Zn(»I )
B
n
(»I )P
Z
n
(…I )
B
n
(…I )"Hn(…I )"0.
Since …(n)"»(n), Z
n
(…I )"Z
n
(»I ). Because … contains finitely many (n#1)-cells, the
modules C
n`1
(…I ) and B
n
(…I )"L (C
n`1
(…I )) are finitely generated over Z!. Therefore,
Z
n
(»I )"Z
n
(…I )"B
n
(…I ) is finitely generated over Z!. The group of boundaries,
B
n
(»I )"L(C
n`1
(»I )) is also finitely generated over Z!, so H
n
(»I ) is finitely presented
over Z!. K
PROPOSITION 4.2. ‚et n*2. Suppose that !"n
1
», where » is a connected C… complex
with finite (n#1)-skeleton such that »I is homotopy equivalent to a C… complex with finite
(n!1)-skeleton. If ! is of type F (n#1) then H
n
(»I ) is a finitely presented Z!-module.
Proof. Apply Corollary 1.2 to obtain a chain complex P
*
of projective Z!-modules and
Z!-morphisms such that P
i
is finitely generated over Z! for 0)i)n#1, HI
j
(P
*
)"0 for
0)j)n!1, and H
n
(P
*
) is a Z!-submodule of H
n
(C
*
)= A, where A is finitely generated
over Z.
Realize P
*
as the cellular chain complex of a covering of CW complexes »I /!P» )»
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1, so if ! is of type F(n#1) then H
n
(»I ) is finitely
presented over Z!, implying that H
n
(C
*
) is finitely presented over Z!. K
THEOREM 4.3. ‚et n*2. Suppose that (!,‰) is a regular cellular action of a countable
group ! on a simply-connected C… complex ‰, and suppose that
(a) !C‰ has finite (n#1)-skeleton,
(b) ‰ is homotopy equivalent to a C… complex with finite (n!1)-skeleton, and
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(c) for all 0)p)n#1 and for each p-cell p of ‰ the stabilizer !p is of type
F(n#1!p).
If ! is of type F(n#1) then H
n
(‰ ) is a finitely presented Z!-module.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that by reconstructing E!]!‰ using Corollary
2.2 inductively, we can construct a complex … which is homotopy equivalent to E!]!‰
and has finite (n#1)-skeleton. Proposition 4.2 shows that if ! is of type F (n#1) then
H
n
(…I ):z!Hn(E!]‰) is a finitely presented Z!-module. (Note that the product is given
the diagonal !-action.) The projection pr
2
: E!]‰P‰ is a !-equivariant map which is
a nonequivariant homotopy equivalence, so (pr
2
)
*
:H
n
(E!]‰)PH
n
(‰) is a Z!-module
homomorphism with trivial kernel and cokernel. Therefore, H
n
(‰) is finitely presented
over Z!. K
5. APPLICATIONS
This section considers consequences of our main results which resemble classical results
on geometric consequences of algebraic finiteness properties, as found in [12, Ch. VIII]. We
are particularly interested in coset spaces associated to discrete subgroups of Lie groups,
although many other orbifolds and orbifold bundles fit into this framework.
Important results of Raghunathan [34] (see also [35, Ch. XIII]) and Borel and Serre [8]
compactify double coset spaces associated to arithmetic subgroups ! of semisimple linear
groups and thereby establish homological finiteness properties for !. We consider a con-
verse problem: do homological finiteness properties for discrete subgroups of Lie groups
lead to geometric finiteness properties for related coset or double coset spaces? The
affirmative answer to this question explains the rarity of discrete groups with geometric
origins among the known examples of groups not of type FP(R).
Recall that a CW complex is said to be of finite type if and only if all of its skeleta are
finite complexes.
THEOREM 5.1. ‚et X be a connected C… complex with fundamental group ! and universal
covering space ‰, where ‰ is homotopy equivalent to a C… complex of finite type. ! is of type
F(R) if and only if X is homotopy equivalent to a complex of finite type.
Proof. The second statement implies the first, by Theorem 3.1 or [43].
To see that the first statement implies the second, consider the Borel construction
‰
B
E!&&" E!]!‰ K&&"!C‰"X
B
B!
in which B! is assumed to be of finite type and ‰ is homotopy equivalent to a complex of
finite type. Proposition A.1 of [26] shows that the twisted product, and hence X, must be
homotopy equivalent to a complex of finite type. K
COROLLARY 5.2. ‚et X be a finite-dimensional connected C… complex with fundamental
group ! and universal covering space ‰ such that ‰ is homotopy equivalent to a finitely
dominated C… complex. ! is of type F (R) if and only if X is finitely dominated.
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Proof. Wall [44] showed that a CW complex … is finitely dominated if and only if … is
homotopy equivalent to CW complexes …
1
, …
2
, where …
1
is of finite type and …
2
is finite
dimensional.
If ! is of type F(R) then Theorem 5.1 shows that X is homotopy equivalent to
a complex of finite type. Since X is finite dimensional, it is also finitely dominated.
Conversely, if X is finitely dominated then [44, Theorem A] implies that for all n*0
X is homotopy equivalent to a complex with finite n-skeleton. Proposition 1.1, therefore,
shows that ! is of type F(n) for all n, and hence of type F (R). K
COROLLARY 5.3. ‚et G be a connected ‚ie group and let ! be a discrete subgroup of G. „he
following statements are equivalent:
(1) ! is of type F(R).
(2) !CG is dominated by a finite complex.
(3) ! imbeds as a discrete subgroup of a connected ‚ie group G
1
so that !CG
1
is homotopy
equivalent to a finite complex.
Proof. Corollary 5.2 shows that the first two assertions are equivalent and that the third
implies the first.
If !CG is finitely dominated then let G
1
"G]SO(3) and imbed ! in G
1
via
c>(c, e)3G]SO(3). Since the Euler characteristic of SO(3) is zero, the product formula
for Wall’s finiteness obstruction [20] shows that !CG
1
"(!CG)]SO(3) is homotopy
finite. K
The conclusion that !CG is finitely dominated in the Corollary can often be improved
using transfer results for Wall’s finiteness obstruction generalizing Gersten’s product
theorem [20]. Recall from [44, 20] that the finiteness obstruction for a connected, finitely
dominated CW complex X is the reduced Euler characteristic XI (C
*
(XI ))3KI
0
(Zn
1
(X)).
Finiteness obstructions are preserved under the algebraic transfer associated to
a homomorphism of fundamental groups.
PROPOSITION 5.4. ‚et G be a connected ‚ie group and let ! be a discrete subgroup of G.
Suppose that there exists a subgroup H(G such that
(1) H is isomorphic to SO(2),
(2) the homomorphism n
1
(H)Pn
1
(G) induced by inclusion is trivial, and
(3) every conjugate of H in G has trivial intersection with !.
„hen !CG is homotopy equivalent to a finite complex if and only if ! is of type F (R).
Proof. We only need to prove the ‘‘if ’’ part of the claim.
Our hypotheses yield a principal bundle
HP!CG p&"!CG/H.
Under our assumptions, the Euler characteristic of the fiber H is 0 and p
*
:n
1
(!CG)P
n
1
(!CG/H is an isomorphism. The base of this bundle is finitely dominated, the fiber is
a finite complex, and the finiteness obstruction of the total space !CG is the algebraic
transfer of the finiteness obstruction for the base space. Transfer theorems generalizing
Gersten’s product formula show that the Wall finiteness obstruction of the total space must
vanish; from the large bibliography on these transfer questions we cite work of Pedersen
and Taylor, Munkholm and Pedersen, and Lu¨ck [31—33]. K
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COROLLARY 5.5. ‚et G be a connected ‚ie group with maximal compact subgroup G. If
! is a torsion-free discrete subgroup of G and if K is not isomorphic to any product
SO(2)a]SO(3)b (a, b*0), then !CG is homotopy equivalent to a finite complex if and only if
! is of type F (R).
Proof. We are applying an observation of Pedersen: If K is not isomorphic to one of the
products SO(2)a]SO(3)b then K contains an inessential circle subgroup. The last section of
[31] states vanishing results based on this fact for algebraic transfers associated to principal
bundles. The corollary follows from these vanishing results for the algebraic transfer
associated to the principal bundle KP!CGP!CG/K, combined with statements
above. K
The next result involves both cohomology with compact supports and end cohomology;
see [19] for more details, or [16] for a brief outline. If X is a locally finite CW complex then
one forms a short exact sequence of cochain complexes
0PC*
#
(X)PC*(X)PC*
%
(X)P0
by taking the quotient of the complex of cochains by the subcomplex of com-
pactly supported cochains. The third cochain complex leads to the end cohomology groups
H*
%
(X), sometimes called the C[ ech cohomology groups of the end of X. The short
exact sequence of cochain complexes above leads to a long exact sequence
2PHi
#
(X )PHi(X)PHi
%
(X)PHi`1
#
(X)P2 .
PROPOSITION 5.6. ‚et M be a connected, orientable manifold with fundamental group !.
Suppose that the universal covering space MI is finitely dominated. If ! is of typeF(R) then all
the cohomology groups Hi(!CG), Hi
#
(!CG), and Hi
%
(!CG) are finitely generated.
Proof. If ! is type F(R) then the manifold M is homotopy equivalent to a finitely
dominated CW complex and so has finitely generated ordinary cohomology and homology
groups, Hi(M) and H
i
(M). If M is n-dimensional then the Poincare´ duality isomorphism
Hi
#
(M):H
n~i
(M) shows that the cohomology groups of this space with compact supports
are also finitely generated. The long exact-sequence described before the statement of the
proposition implies that the end cohomology groups are also finitely generated. K
Because H0
%
(M) allows one to count the ends of M we have shown that if ! is of type
F(R) then the manifold M has finitely many ends and that each of these ends has finitely
generated C[ ech or end cohomology groups. When applied to M"!CG these qualitative
deductions are independent of the choice of discrete imbedding of ! into G, but the next
example shows that the end structure of these quotient spaces can vary with the imbedding.
Example 5.7. The free group on four generators is realized in G"PSL(2,R) as the
fundamental groups of these Riemann surfaces:
(1) &
2,1
: genus two, one end,
(2) &
1,3
: genus one, three ends,
(3) &
0,5
: genus zero, five ends.
Examples giving higher-dimensional coset spaces with similar properties are easily
produced with discrete group of the form !
1
]!
2
, where !
1
(G
1
is one of the examples
above and !
2
(G
2
is a uniform lattice in a connected Lie group.
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Our next observations concern manifold compactifications of !CG and Siebenmann’s
end obstruction [38]. We briefly recall some definitions; see Siebenmann or [27] for more
information.
If X is a noncompact, locally compact space then an end of X is an equivalence class of
sequences XM”
1
M”
2
M2 of nonempty connected open subsets of X such that
Z
i
Cl(”
i
)"0; two such sequences (”
i
) and (»
j
) are equivalent if and only if for each i there
exist j, k so that ”
i
L»
j
and »
i
L”
k
. An end E of X is tame if and only if it can be defined
by a sequence (”
i
) of finitely dominated connected open sets for which each inclusion
”
i`1
)”
i
induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. We write n
1
(E) for this
common fundamental group (or more properly, for the limit of the associated pro-group).
An end E in an open manifold Mn is collared if and only if it has an open neighborhood
homeomorphic to a product Nn~1](0,R) in M, where Nn~1 is a closed manifold. Sieben-
mann showed that a tame end E in an open manifold has an associated element
p(E)3KI
0
(Zn
1
(E)), that p (E) vanishes if E is a collared end, and that this condition is
sufficient as well as necessary if n*6. Siebenmann’s end obstruction is defined in emulation
of the Wall finiteness obstruction and has identical transfer properties.
PROPOSITION 5.8. ‚et G be a connected ‚ie group of dimension six or more, with a discrete
subgroup ! and a circle subgroup H satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 5.4. If every end
of !CG/K is tame then !CG is homeomorphic to the interior of a compact manifold with
boundary.
Proof. Let p : !CGP!CG/H denote the quotient map.
The vanishing results cited earlier for algebraic transfer in K
0
[31—33] show that transfer
p! :KI
0
(Zn
1
(p (E)))PKI
0
(Zn
1
(E)) is trivial, so p(E)"p! (p (E))"0. K
A counterpart to Corollary 5.5 follows from the proposition: If G is a connected Lie
group of dimension six or more with a maximal compact subgroup K which is not
isomorphic to a product SO(2)a]SO(3)b, and if ! is a torsion-free discrete subgroup of
G such that ! is of typeF (R) and every end of !CG is tame, then !CG is homeomorphic to
the interior of a compact manifold with boundary.
6. REMARKS
Brown suggests a reconstruction argument resembling that of Section 3 as one of the
proofs for [13, Proposition 1.1], and more recently similar arguments were made in
Haefliger’s work on complexes of groups. In particular, Haefliger discusses homological
finiteness properties in [25], giving a reconstruction argument for a result which implies
Proposition 0.1; he does not prove our results, however.
The study in Section 3 of actions which are not necessarily free was partly motivated by
questions concerning the isovariant stratified classifying spacesB (!,S) studied in [18, 15],
building on work of Serre [37]. The space B (!,S) is the quotient of a contractible space
E"E (!,S) by an action of ! with isotropy groups lying in a class of subgroupsS, subject
to some side conditions on the action, of which the most important are these requirements:
(a) S is closed under conjugation and taking subgroups, and (b) for each subgroup S3S
the fixed set ES is contractible. Proposition 0.1 shows that finiteness properties for ! may
sometimes be deduced from such a classifying space; we hope to treat stratified classifying
spaces and approximations to them in another paper.
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Since this paper was drafted Kropholler has published remarkable results on stratified
or hierarchical finiteness conditions [28—30]; among the most striking of these are substan-
tial constraints on linear or solvable groups of type FP(R).
Versions of the sufficient condition posed here can be established through spectral
sequence arguments using the Bieri—Eckmann—Brown homological criterion. I am grateful
to Kropholler, Lu¨ck, and Petersen for remarks on those arguments.
A different sufficient condition for a group to be of typeF(R) has been posed in terms
of rewriting systems, see [1, 3, 14, 17, 39]. It is also useful to know that the F(n) and FP(n)
properties are preserved by quasi-isometries of finitely generated groups (see [2, 22,
Section 1.C]).
Our techniques are immediately applicable to the fundamental groups of many orbifold
bundles. See Haefliger’s papers [23—25] for careful expositions of some of the properties of
orbifolds and their fundamental groups through a more general notion of complex of
groups. Haefliger has proposed the study of a version of Poincare´ duality for complexes
of groups [25], and it will be interesting to see if the characterization of Poincare´ duality
groups in [42] generalizes to complexes of groups.
Section 5 may remind the reader of the notion of ‘‘geometric finiteness’’ from Kleinian
groups, which requires that the action of ! on G/K possesses a fundamental domain which
is a finite-sided (perhaps noncompact) polyhedron with geodesic hyperplanes as faces.
Unfortunately, geometric finiteness is a delicate or unstable property in dimensions greater
than three or in geometries other than real hyperbolic geometry, as shown by Bowditch [9],
Goldman and Parker [21], and Ratcliffe (see [36, Section 12.3]). Our results suggest two
conclusions: finite domination is a more robust finiteness property for discrete group
actions than properties of fundamental domains, and thanks to transfer theorems the coset
space !CG is likely to be better behaved than the double coset space !CG/K. It may turn out
that requiring the ends of !CG/K to be tame is closely related to the conditions at infinity
imposed by stricter definitions of geometric finiteness [36]; outside the classical case of
Kleinian groups we do not seem to have a lot of information on ends associated to
nonlattice discrete subgroups of Lie groups.
These results also have consequences for some versions of the Novikov conjecture. The
Novikov conjecture in algebraic K-theory established by Bo¨kstedt et al. [6] was proved for
a class of groups which includes those of typeF(R). One might expect that an extension of
their conclusions to orbifold fundamental groups of stratified classifying spaces B(!,S)
with good finiteness properties would require stratified techniques even for nonstratified
conclusions, but our results indicate that if an approximate B(!,S) complex of finite type
exists and S is a class of subgroups which are of typeF(R) then ! will be of type F(R).
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